BRADY GASSER

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

 bradymgasser@gmail.com  (419) 202-3692  Cleveland, OH
 https://www.linkedin.com/in/bradygasser/  bradymgasser

SUMMARY
Passion for personal autonomy drives mission to create software that is minimal, but with unmatched efficacy. Intentional about utilizing
technology-ability to learn quickly and solve complex problems. A poet at heart, fell in love with the beauty and eloquence of clean Java and
JavaScript.

SKILLS
TECHNICAL: Java, JavaScript, HTML, CSS, Thymeleaf, MVC, Spring, TDD, Agile(Scrum), OOP, REST API, React,
Responsive Design/Mobile, Relational Databases, Source Control/GitHub, JSON

PROJECTS
Ohioans Care
Current
Worked in a scrum to create a web page application that allows individuals to find assistance programs and non profits in their area (anywhere in Ohio) and suggest unlisted
resources
Team Single Page Application
Worked in a scrum to create a web page application to teach children about various topics.

2022

Donut Clicker
Created a game in a web page application that allowed the user to record numbers of clicks

2022

Team Reviews Site
Worked in a scrum to create a web page application for a “company” that helped their prospective customers learn about their products

2021

Reviews Site
Created a stylized webpage that allows the user to learn about the worst Cleveland Browns seasons in recent years

2021

Virtual Pet Amok
Created an application that allowed the user to interact with and create virtual pets

2021

EDUCATION
We Can Code IT
Certificate of Software Development

Oct. 2021- Mar. 2022

Cleveland State University
Bachelor of Arts in Urban Studies 2017
Certificate in Public Management

Aug. 2012- May 2017

EMPLOYMENT
HFLA of Northeast Ohio, Program Director, Beachwood, OH
Jan. 2021- Current
-Developed groundbreaking lending products with client feedback that were designed for a special audience that other institutions failed to serve
-Prepared and presented weekly spreadsheets in order to report all intake, funding, conversion, repayment, collections and default data to the organization’s Executive Committee.
-Utilized industry specific software such as QuickBooks, Credit Manager and Autopal to manage all loan portfolios and funds
-Trained and managed the largest programmatic staff in the organization’s 117 year history including the facilitation of weekly strategic planning meetings
-Analyzed qualitative and financial data to determine potential eligibility of small business applicants
-Participated on panels in person and digitally to share industry best practices with both local and national audiences of different backgrounds
Relationship Manager
-Frequently task-switched to carefully intake and answer complex inquiries from current and potential clients
-Implemented new strategies to track biases in decision making as part of a unique underwriting process

Jan. 2019- Dec. 2020

Program Assistant
-Investigated internal accounting data to correct errors
-Quickly grasped the nuances of personal finance with on-the-job training

July 2018- Dec. 2018

